Association and dissociation of an aqueous amphiphile at elevated temperatures.
The hydrophobic interaction is often thought to increase with increasing temperature. Although there is good experimental evidence for decreased aqueous solubility and increased clustering of both nonpolar and amphiphilic molecules as temperature is increased, the detailed nature of the changes in intermolecular interactions with temperature remain unknown. By use of isotope substitution neutron scattering difference measurements on a 0.04 mole fraction solution of tert-butanol in water as the solute clustering passes through a temperature maximum, the changes in local intermolecular structures are examined. Although, as expected, the solute molecules cluster through increased contact between their nonpolar head groups with the exclusion of water, the detailed geometry of the mutual interactions changes as temperature increases. As the clustering breaks up with further temperature increase, the local structures formed do not mirror those that were found in the low-temperature dispersed system: the disassembly process is not the reverse of assembly. The clusters formed by the solute head groups are reminiscent of structures that are found in systems of spherical molecules, modulated by the additional constraint of near-maximal hydrogen bonding between the polar tails of the alcohol and the solvent water. Although the overall temperature behavior is qualitatively what would be expected of a hydrophobically driven system, the way the system resolves the competing interactions and their different temperature dependencies is complex, suggesting it could be misleading to think of the aggregation of aqueous amphiphiles solely in terms of a hydrophobic driving force.